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"VOMAX" 
Leaving far behind the limitations of conventional 

testers and electronic voltmeters, "VOMAX" blazes 
new trails to make the serious service technician the 
master ... no longer the victim ... of service and design 
problems. With "VOMAX" you can measure every 
voltage found in radio receivers. 

What this means in time saved ... work better done ... 
increased profits . . . is conclusively proved by over- 
whelming acceptance of "VOMAX ". Since V -J Day 
the military, university research groups, atomic bomb 
laboratories, service technicians by the thousands have 
forced production up ... and again up. 

Read the briefed specifications at right, and you will 
realize why "VOMAX" is the primary "must" for every 
service technician. Built to rigid specifications . . . using 
finest of parts . no wonder OPA ceiling is much the 
higher than $59.85. 

Your favorite jobber can supply "VOMAX" . . 

make you master of your trade, for only $59.85 if you 
order now. 

OVER 34 YEARS OF RADIO ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT 

1240 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD 3, CONNECTICUT 
February, 1916 

Measures EVERY Voltage 
1. Brand new post -war design . . positively not a 

'warmed- over" pre -war model. 
2. More than an "electronic" voltmeter, VOMAX is o 

true vacuum tube voltmeter in every voltage re- 
sistance db. function. 

3. Complete visual signal tracing from 20 cycles through 
over 100 megacycles by withdrawable r.f. diode 
probe. 

4. 3 through 1200 volts d.c. full scale in 6 ranges at 51 
and in 6 added ranges to 3000 volts at 126 megohms 
input resistance. Plus -minus polarity reversing switch. 

5. 3 through 1200 volts a.c. full scale .n 6 ranges at honest 
effective circuit loading of 6.6 megohms and 8 mmfd. 

6. 0.2 through 2000 megohms in six easily read ranges. 
7. - 10 through t- 50 db. (0 db. = 1 mw. in 600 ohms) 

in 3 ranges. 
8. 1.2 ma through 12 anperes full scale in 6 d.c. ranges. 
9. Absolutely stable -one zero adjustment sets all 

ranges. No probe shorting to set a meaningless zero 
which shifts as soon as probes are separated. Grid 
current errors completely eliminated. 

10. Honest factual accuracy: ± 3% on d.c.; 5';c on a c.; 
20cn through 100 megacycles; +2%o of full scale, 
- 1';¡- of indicated resistance value. 

11. Only five color- differentiated scales on 4"1," D'Arson. 
val meter for 51 ranges (including d.c. volts polarity 
reversal) eliminate confusion. 

12. Meter 100% protected against overload burnout on 
volts ohms db. 

1 3. Substantial leather carrying handle. Size only 12'x" x 
7'x" x5'é" 

Send postcard for free catalog of measurement 
and communication equipment. 
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